Large amount of data is being generated from sensors, satellites, social media etc. This big data (velocity, variety, veracity, value and veracity) can be processed so as to make timely decisions by the decision makers. This paper presents results of the prop osed Hadoop framework that performs entity resolution in M ap and reduce phase. M apReduce phase matches two real world objects and generates rules. The similarity score of these rules are used for matching stream data during testing phase. Similarity is calculated using 13 different semantic measures such as token-based similarity, edit-based similarity, hybrid similarity, phonetic similarity as well as domain dependent Natural language processing measures. Semantic measures are implemented using Hive programming. The proposed system is tested using e-catalogues of Amazon and Google.
Introduction
Stream data means real-time data that are communicated as tweets, posts, messages, e-catalogues etc., Stream data can be of different types such as structured data, unstructured data and semi sstructured data. The structured data depends on a data model such as relational model for storing and future access. Unstructured data such as text documents, news articles cannot be stored as a record into a file. Semi -structured data such as web data do not adhere to a strict data model structure. This paper considers semi structured data for Entity Resolution.
Entity Resolution(ER) arises in applications such as data integration, de -duplication. The problem is to identify which entity of one data set is same as which entity of another data set. ER applications include data cleaning, price comparison, biomed ical research, outlier detection. For examp le consider online shopping product catalogs from various vendors. Identifying the entities that represent the same product from these catalogs helps not only price comparison but also for other features comparison. Big data technologies such as Hadoop can only process data batch by batch [8] . Due to this when one batch is finished, data is already aged by, at least, the time required by the batch [12] . In the proposed system Map phase reflects performing co mparison (using similarity measures) and the reduce phase reflects entity resolution (check for matches). This paper summarizes the proposed system [19] for Entity Resolution process and present results of the proposed system. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents literature survey on existing methods for ER. Detailed study on these approaches can be found in [19] . Section 3 presents results of the proposed system. Section 4 pres ents conclusion and future work.
Literature Survey
Entity resolution is the problem of identifying similar entities across multip le data sources that satisfies a given match function.
The Entity is represented as a set of attribute-value pairs. According to [15] , An entity e i €E is defined as given in Eq. (1): e i ={(a ij ,v ij )|a ij €N,v ij€ V} (1) a: attribute names, v: values and E: entities. E = {e 1 ,e 2 ,……, e m } is set of entities M: E × E → {true, false} is a match function The match function maps each pair of entities (e i ,e j ) to true or false as follows:
M(e i , e j ) = true if e i ,e j are having high similarity score = false if e i ,e j are having less similarity score
The similarity measure counts how close the two sets entities are and we can set similarity threshold't'. M(e i , e j ) = true if e i ,e j are having high similarity score ≥ t = false if e i ,e j are having less similarity score < t
Blocking-based clean-clean ER framewo rk over highly heterogeneous information spaces (HHIS) is proposed in [1] . This framewo rk contains two layers that groups entity profiles into blocks and a set of blocking schemes that build blocks of h igh robustness in the context of HHIS. Meta-blocking approach is proposed in [2] that extracts the most similar pairs of entities. Also usage of Graph pruning eliminates the unwanted nodes to reduce the redundant comparisons. MapReduce based work is given in [3] , where input data is partitioned and then sent to different nodes (mappers) in the cluster. Hadoop is used to perform the MapReduce tasks. A family of techniques for constructing hints is proposed in [5] . These hints are used to maximize the number o f matching records . Rules are proposed in [6, 7] to describe the complex matching conditions between records and entities. Apache Flume is a distributed system for collecting, aggregating, and moving large amounts of data from mult iple sources into HDFS or another central data store [8] . A pache Sqoop is a tool fo r transferring data between Hadoop and relational databases [8] . Oracle Warehouse Builder (OWB) p rovides ETL to support for designing a data warehouse and the data flow; these tasks are typically addressed by ETL tools such as OWB [9] . In [10] , Informat ica Power Center is an ETL tool, which is used for data integration. In [11] , Pentaho Data Integration delivers comprehensive Ext raction, Transformation and Loading (ETL) capabilities using a meta -data driven approach. Modified version of the Hadoop MapReduce framework that supports online aggregation is given in [13] . Current release of Apache Drill supports in-memory and beyond-memory execution are given in [14] . Supported file formats in the first beta drop of Cloudera Impala include text files and Sequence Files [16] .
Proposed System
The main objectives of the proposed system as shown in fig 1 are: 1. Tokenization of structured data 2. Perform the mapping of entities within stream data 3. Reducing the redundant mappings 4. Reducing the number of redundant comparisons 5. Rule generation The training Phase starts with the removal of unwanted words. Word boundaries, stemming and stop word removal are done subsequently. Snowball (Porter2) algorith m is used for stemming [17] . A fter th is the data is represented in tabular format i.e structured format. A total of 318 words list given by Camb ridge University is used as a stop word dataset. Output from preprocessing is set of entities. This entity collection is used as input by token blocking step. Consider an examp le before preprocessing the entity e1 is having the title as "Resumemaker's professional (v1.2)," then after applying the stemming algorithm and remov ing unwanted stuff we get the title as "Resumemaker professional" as shown in the Fig 2. This process is repeated for all the entities 
Entity Resoluti on -Map phase :
This step is performed in Hadoop using Hive, this by default calls the mapper and reducer for performing the tasks. In this, the Mapper phase performs the similarity co mputation and then the result is passed to the Reducer phase. For computing the similarity of the entities hive user defined functions are used and the user defined functions implicit ly calls the mapper and reducer. To resolve the entities, the new block collection is used for comparing the records as shown in the Fig 6. Map Phase. This MapReduce phase is used to get the matched entity pairs. The Map phase is used to measure the similarity of entity profiles that belongs to a block of new b lock co llection B`. A total of 13 similarity measures that mentioned above, were used to get the average similarity of the entities. Then the average similarity is passed to the Reduce phase. In the Reduce phase, we will consider a threshold value 't', it is used to compare with the average similarity. If the average similarity value is greater than the threshold value, then it is considered and their corresponding pair of entities is said to be matched. For examp le, calcu late the similarity value for the entities present in the Block1 of the new block collection in fig  6(b) . The block1 contains the e1 and e4 entities, the similarity is calculated based on the attribute of the entity i.e., title of the product. Q-grams similarity is :: In this we are using trigrams for splitting the string into sub strings. For e1: Resumemaker:: res, esu, sum, ume, mem, ema, mak, ake, ker. Professional:: pro, rof, ofe, fes, ess, ssi, sio, ion, ona, nal. For e4: Resumemaker :: res, esu, sum, ume, mem, ema, mak, ake, ker. Professional:: pro, rof, ofe, fes, ess, ssi, sio, ion, ona, nal. For this we calculate similarity using jaccard coefficient as: Sim = 19/19 = 1.0 Jaro similarity is :: no.of matched characters is 11, no.of transposition is 0, then Sim jaro = 1/3( (11/11) + (11/11) + ((11-0)/11)) = 1/3(1+1+1) = (1/3) * 3 = 1.0 Levenshtein distance similarity is shown in Table 1 Levenshtein distance = 0 Sim levenshtein (resumemaker, resumemaker) = 1 -(levenshtein distance)/max(|s 1 |, |s 2 |) = 1 -(0/11) = 1 Soundex similarity is :: Resumemaker : R252, Professional : P612 both for e1 and e4. Now these are co mpared again with jaccard coefficient similarity as follows: Table 2 .
T able 2: T erm Frequency
Resumemaker Professional
is used to measure the TF/IDF score.
The average similarity is:: (1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+ 1+1)/13 = 1.0 = 100 %. Therefore the similarity value fo r the entities e1 and e4 is 100%, like this for the remaining blocks, this process is repeated.
Entity Resoluti on -Reduce phase:
In this Reduce phase a threshold value t is considered say 65, then the total similarity value is co mpared with th is threshold, if the similarity value is greater than the threshold (100 > 65) the entities are matched otherwise said to be not matched. So the entities e1 and e4 are matched.
Generating rules:
The matched pairs are stored and rules are discovered. These rules are used for testing the stream data and the rules are updated periodically because the rules may be useless or out of date. The ru les that are formed for the above example as given in [19] dbs.unileipzig.de/en/research/projects/object_matching/fever/benchmark_datasets_for_entity_resolution ) is considered. The stream data is pre-processed as shown in Fig 7. After Pre processing, stream data is matched with any rule present in the rule set, if it matches, we can say that the stream data refer to a particular entity and then the rule is updated. If it does not satisfy any rule in the rule set, then the stream data is appended as a new rule. The ru les are updated periodically by discovering new rules based on the properties of existing rules . Fig. 7 . pre-processing the stream data 4. Performance Analysis 4.1 Data sets used A mazon and Google product bench mark data s ets that are used in the "Object Matching" project by university of LEIPZIG found at the url (http://dbs.uni-leip zig.de/en/research/projects/ object_matching/fever/benchmark_datasets_for_entity_resolution) are used as input for the proposed system. The Amazon dataset which is belongs to e-commerce domain contains attributes such as id, name, description, manufacturer and price. The Google dataset which is belongs to e-commerce domain contains attributes such as id, name, description, manufacturer and price. Both the datasets contain thousands of records about the different products.
Performance Measures
Performance is calculated by the following methods for analyzing the accuracy of Entity Resolution as listed below: i.
Precision: It is the rat io of the number of matched entities retrieved to the total number of irrelevant and relevant matched entities retrieved and it is defined as in Eq. (2) Proposed approach for resolving entities uses Snowball (porter2) stemming algorith m to perform preprocessing, then Token Blocking for performing the blocking process, blocking graph techniques are used to remove the redundant comparisons and a total of 13 measures are used for measuring similarity. The ER is performed using Token-based similarity, Edit-based similarity, Hybrid similarity, Phonetic and Do main -dependent similarity to compare the records present in the blocks. The Mapper phase performs the similarity co mputation. The Reducer phase checks the computed value with the threshold that is 65, if the similarity value is greater than the threshold then they are said to be matched. The rules are discovered us ing rule discovery for testing the stream data. The MapReduce framework helps for parallel co mputation of similarity measures. Amazon and Google p roducts are used during the training phase and Abt products are used for testing. Further this work can be extended by using different types of blocking techniques such as attribute clustering blocking, canopy clustering and LSH -based blocking to achieve higher efficiency. Indexing can be given to rules for fast access.
